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Executive Summary
Global Peace Pioneers celebrated “Interfaith Week” from June 15 to 22, 2010. The
celebrations were aimed at promoting interfaith harmony through art and painting as a
means of preventing religious intolerance and other expressions of religious prejudice. The
celebrations have provided the sixty (60) participants representing five universities and 15
schools with knowledge and skills necessary to organize and run interfaith program at their
campuses and localities. A week long trainings, seminars and painting exhibition were held
to promote culture of tolerance and acceptance and to foster capacities in emerging youth
to become bearer of flag of interfaith harmony.
Recently, Pakistan has witnessed decade long sectarian violence, religious extremism,
intolerance and hatred towards other religion. In a chauvinistic atmosphere, created and
promoted by conservative clerics and a section of the society religious minorities are viewed
with suspicion and mistrust. This world view propagated on a large scale, coupled with an
unfavorable legal regime, has made life difficult for the non-Muslim citizens. The gap
between people belonging to different religious sects and religion is widening with the
passage of time and recent increased attacks on minorities indicate in which direction we
are heading.
GPP to promote culture of “Global Oneness” targets youth and children and indulge them in
peace activities to promote culture of coexistence, understanding of different faiths and
their ideologies. GPP has been working with different universities and schools
(public/private) and have formed Peace groups with the students. Idea behind is that to
enhance the capacities of youth and children to become Peace Leader and take self help
initiatives, plan different activities that instigate culture of social justice, harmony and
equality.
GPP organized interfaith week to celebrate and acknowledge the importance of interfaith
harmony. Week long activities included trainings, interactive interfaith dialogue, creative art
work and painting exhibition. Students of universities and schools actively took part in the
activities, where as members of the civil society and government officials were also present
to encourage the students. Interfaith week presented an opportunity to community at large
especially children and young people to develop individual and collective responsibilities to
affect social change and enhance their skills to be able to work together with others, despite
of their cultural or religious differences. Global oneness program promote the concept of
equality rather than majority or minority.
Description of the activities
Week
long
activities
contained
trainings
and
methodologies include pedagogical techniques such as
role playing, simulations, interfaith round tables, the arts
for Peace and interfaith harmony workshops, exposure
trips
that
can
promote
religious
interaction,
understanding and bridge building.
1. Creative Art Training at School - Religions as
Pathway to Peace
Session 1: Ice-breaking and introduction
Context: the aim of the session was to involve
participants in the activities to get to know each other
and to establish the understanding of the topic of the training in informal way.
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Contents: Name games, ice-breaking games, group-building games. Ms. Kiran Imran –
Project Manager Peacebuilding – GPP presented the
diversified cultural and historical and religious heritage
of Pakistan. The discussion highlighted the role of
different religions in the region and their contribution
towards the development of the society and Pakistan as
whole.
Session 2: Presentation of aims and objectives,
expectations and concerns
Context: The aim of this session was to present the
aims and objectives and to get a feedback from the
participants about the expectations and needs about the
training course and to create the team spirit.
Contents: Presentation of aims and objectives by the trainers on needs and expectationsparticipants were given an opportunity to express their fears,
needs and expectations about the particular training course
with the help of colored post-its on the flipcharts.
Session 3: Workshop on Interfaith Dialogue
Context: the aim of this session was to present the main
topic of the training course and to create awareness of the
different perceptions of interfaith dialogue. Students were
briefed about the commonalities of different religion and their
historical background of mutual coexistence and combining
forces to eliminate social evils that is hatred and intolerance.
Contents: in the training session the trainer Ms. Kiran Imran
gave multimedia presentation on ideologies of different religion regarding peace and
tolerance, the participants were given a time to think about the role of religion in their lives
and then in groups they were brainstorming on the term “interfaith Harmony” and the
results of the brainstorming were presented to the participants of the training. Students
chalked out commonalities of different religions and made presentations on flip charts,
during the session focus group discussion regarding the issues of intolerance and their
consequences were held, students drafted a possible line of action which will enhance
religious tolerance and mutual respect.
2. Art Workshop – Painting for Peace & Interfaith Harmony
Interfaith Week included art workshop with the title “Painting for Peace & Interfaith
Harmony. A two day workshop aimed to promote
activities related to arts and painting. Students from
universities and school students together participated in
the event.
Session 1: Ice breaker, Introduction of the participants
Context: The aim was to involve participants to share
and learn from each other about each other and
introduce their partners.
Session 2: Team building
Context: To divide the participants into different groups
where participants would belong to different faith. Students from the universities acted as
co-facilitator of the group.
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Contents: The session was led by GPP staff with the
aim to divide participants into 5 groups where each
group will have participants from all religion (Muslims,
Christians, Hindus and Bahai) so that the sense of
working together could be created among the
participants. University students were involved with
the school children group to act as moderator and
facilitator in the group so that school children would
not find it difficult to cope up with the training.
Session 3: Introduction to Painting – Use of colors and images
Context: The objective of the session was to familiarize
students with different paints and their usage. Guidelines
on sketch making and drawing were also part of the
session.
Contents: Ms. Salma – art Instructor at one of the
partner school of GPP was the facilitator of the session
and shared with the participants how to use different
colors and how to make new colors as well. She shared
about drawings, sketches and meaning of colors as well.
Participants were given flip charts, cloth and colors to
draw and paint to express their feelings regarding peace
and interfaith harmony.
3. Interfaith Art Exhibition – United we Are
To conclude the week long celebrations GPP organized
“Interfaith Art Exhibition” on June 22, 2010 which painting
of school children and university students were exhibited.
Member of the civil society, government official and media
representatives attended the exhibition and encouraged
the participants on their efforts.
Session 1: Interfaith Art Exhibition - Inauguration
Ceremony, welcome song by the participants
Contents: Ms. Hina Iqbal – chairperson GPP, Mr. Edward
Country Director – World Vision & Ms. Nadia Kamran
Country Manager Global school Partnership Program –
British Council inaugurated the exhibition. Altogether 40
paintings were exhibited in the event, all of which were
drawn and painted by themselves.
Students sang the song to welcome the guest of the event.
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Session 2: Words of Peace by guests
Context: After the inauguration ceremony, respected guest shared their thoughts about the
event and day. The speakers highlighted the importance of interfaith harmony especially in
case of Pakistan
Ms. Hina Iqbal Chairperson – GPP:
On this
auspicious event Ms. Hina welcomed all the participants
and thanks the distinguish guest for their presence. She
share the work of GPP and the efforts put forward by
global Peace Pioneers in promoting peace and harmony
in the diversified society of Pakistan. Ms. Iqbal said
peace is more than the absence of war. “It is a state of
Being” to accomplish this state of being, new educational
models must evolve that further character development,
conscious living skills and mutual understanding. She
wished to impart this to young people and to allow them
to experience a life situation which goes beyond just being a member of a religious group.
They would now be able to experience the universality of all peoples by discovering how we
are all brothers and sisters to each other.
Ms. Nadia Kamran Country Manager GSP – British
Council: Speaking at the program, Ms. Kamran
appreciated the efforts of the students and encouraged
them to be a role model for rest of the school/universities
fellows. She shared that expression ones feeling through
art can have lasting impact on the society and the
societies which are more open to art and culture have less
chances of extremisms to flourish in the society. Ms.
Nadia further shared that engaging youth in the peace
building process and enabling environment conducive for
their capacity building on peace building, conflict
resolution and networking to initiate a dialogue would
assist youth to play their vital role as „peace leaders‟. This
youth as leaders of tomorrow will resort to peaceful means, such as dialogue and
reconciliation, in defusing tensions and conflict, retelling and sharing common values of
global humanity, respect for others, common cultural
heritage and social cohesiveness‟ that bounds us
together.
Mr. Edward Aquino Country Representative World Vision: Gracing the occasion said that Pakistan
is a blessed country not only in terms of natural
resources with abundance of talent in form of youth who
are deprived of opportunities to utilize their talent. He
added activities like art work have the power to
transform the society and using it to promote peace and
interfaith harmony is the best use of it. He shared his
experiences in Pakistan and around the world and
shared that everywhere he has went he has found
majority of the people are hospitable irrespective of others religious affiliation and Pakistan
is of no exception. People of Pakistan have been facing difficult times and unity among
people is the only hope for chalking out solutions to the problems.
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Mr. Sajid Ishaq - Chairman I-LAP: “When Color of
blood is the same then why do we fight” was the
highlight of speech by Mr. Ishaq. He shared that people
have to see through the conventional mindsets and
have to come out of the hypocritical state of denial.
People fight for the religion which has taught peace and
love of the humanity. He urged youth to play a positive
role in disseminating message of peace and interfaith
harmony. Mr. Ishaq highlighted the issues faced by the
people are not of only one religion but of the whole of
the nation and world at the broader level, he said it is
our responsibility to support the efforts that promote
culture of tolerance and acceptance.
Mr. Om Parkash Narian - Centeral Vice Chairman - National Peace Committee for
Interfaith Harmony: Speaking at the occasion Mr. Narain said that it is the over whelming
opportunity for us to be part interfaith celebration. Mr. Narian shared that similar activities
are to be implemented on larger scale to end discrimination towards minorities and wash
away the misconceptions towards minorities.
Interfaith Art Exhibition
To conclude the week long activities to celebrate
Interfaith Day, GPP organized Interfaith Art Exhibition
titled “Making a world of difference – Hearing each
other, healing the Earth”. The aim of the activity was
to utilize art as medium of expression and painting is
one of the oldest forms of visual expression and
communication. It is used to express and
communicate the innermost thoughts, feelings and
sentiments of an individual in a subtle and creative
manner utilizing the power of visual elements like
color and lines. Students over 15 campuses
participated in the event. The paintings attempt to
appeal to something in our experience that lies
beyond words; perhaps allowing/inviting us to “see” that there are things in our experience
that words cannot encompass.
Students draw peace and interfaith painting to
reflect their feelings through paint. Participants were
divided into different groups having different themes
to paint. Each group was responsible for decorating
their corner themselves to depict the nature of their
message.
Members of the civil society, government officials
and representatives from academia attended the
exhibition with great zeal and zest. The activity was
a competition between groups of students belonging
to different religion and educational institutes.
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Achievements
 The methods employed during the trainings and
seminars, with particular reference to project
management and evaluation/monitoring issues,
contributed to the increased quality of future
projects.
 The training activities were centered on the issues
of religious diversity and interreligious dialogue.
GPP works with young people with fewer
opportunities, so this group will get access to the
information through the activities
 The programme included training modules about
different religions, non-violent communication that
increased the knowledge of the participants.
Participants experienced both the local reality of
interreligious dialogue as well as intra religious
activities to promote peace and harmony
 It can be clearly stated that the working methods, the evaluation and communication
techniques chosen for the particular training course proved to be innovative and certainly
gave the participants a fresh view and the ideas about the working methods with the
involvement of minority youth. It was also mentioned in the final evaluation forms. For
example, one of the participants wrote “I have become more aware about different
religions in details.

Conclusion

The activities to mark interfaith day can be described as successful one. It was well
prepared both from the practical and logistical and also from the informative point of view.
The session regarding commonalities of different religions provided a guideline for the
students to reflect and take necessary actions to promote culture of coexistence. The
material presented by the trainers was presented in a simple and clear way. Participants
learned a lot of new information about different religions and cultures, especially about role
of minorities in the development of the nation and became aware about historical heritage
of different religions. Participants gave a positive feedback both to the training course itself
and particularly to the contents and the way the information was presented by the trainers.
Students of different campuses were encouraged and motivated to take similar initiatives in
their respective campuses.
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Press clippings of Interfaith Art Exhibition
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